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Course Description

Course Subjects:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assigned Reading</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Week #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gozansky (2017)</td>
<td>Children and adolescents as unique media audiences</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Course Goals

Course Description:
Media exposure is a central leisure activity for children and adolescents. This course will examine the link between young audiences and the media, all the while relying on a developmental perspective. Through examining central theories and research studies, the course will review the unique characteristics of youth as media audiences, their media exposure and consumption habits, central content to which they are exposed (for example, violence, advertising, and educational content), audience effects (for example, fright reactions and constructing one's identity), and the importance of parental mediation of media exposure, interventions, and media education programs in guiding the effects on children and adolescents.

Course Goals:
Students are expected to acquire basic knowledge about child and adolescent development across different realms (cognitive, social, etc.) as it relates to their media exposure and use across multiple platforms – both traditional and new – and content. Students are expected to be capable of critically reading academic research on the topic and understanding central theoretical perspectives and methodological approaches in
the contemporary study of the topic of children, adolescents, and media. Students are expected to be able to critically evaluate media content and technologies in terms of their implications for, and links with, child and adolescent development and to understand different interventions intended to minimize the negative effects of media and to maximize the positive effects of media on youth.

Grading

Assignments and Requirements:

- On-time class attendance of class lectures (See the IDC student handbook for regulations) and constructive participation in class discussion based on bibliographical readings
- Submitting a mid-term written assignment
- Submitting a final written assignment
- Extra credit assignment (Uploading a video to the website with a thoughtful reflection following one course meeting throughout the semester (and before the next meeting, up to 2 minutes)

Grade Composition:

- 40% Mid-term written assignment
- 60% Final written assignment
- Extra credit: A student can choose to upload a video of themselves presenting a thoughtful reflection following a class meeting (up to two minutes, up to 3 extra credit points)
- Please note that exceeding the amount of unapproved absences/late arrivals in the course per IDC regulations will result in a reduction in the final course grade

Course characteristics – Adjustment for a hybrid teaching model:

The course will be hybrid in nature and may involve lectures (via Zoom and/or in class, to be determined based on IDC instructions) along with additional formats including a “reversed classroom” (whereby students will be asked to pre-view a video about a topic and then discuss it in class), online quizzes, guest lectures, class exercises (both individual and group-based) including student presentations in class, etc. to be determined and announced throughout the semester.
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